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THEREXISTS IN L I B R A R Y  folklore the tale of the 
eminent architect who, upon being upbraided by a compliment-bear- 
ing friend for his lack of enthusiasm over his recently completed 
library, replied, “Oh, the building is all right, but I don’t know what 
to do with the books.” Some f&y or more years later, I strongly 
suspect that most architects feel that they now know what to do with 
the books, but that librarians are still far from complacent about the 
matter. The inherent problems are many and the solutions are as 
varied as the local situations will permit. 
The basic problem is really very simple, but it is one that has so 
far eluded any definitive answer. It is not a question of architecture 
alone; the mere provision of suitable space in which to house a collec- 
tion of books is not sufficient. It is easy enough to program and design 
a relatively simple structure with masses of open space to be stacked 
solidly. The real difficulty lies in location for accessibility and organi- 
zation for utility. Any attempt to reach an ideal solution is quickly 
frustrated by the familiar request to provide a central location, easily 
accessible from all points on campus, and in proximity to all library 
services that any given individual may want to use at any time of the 
day or night. 
The fortunate man is he who can plan a building from the ground 
u p - o r  down-without having to conform to the exigencies of an 
existing structure. He will still be faced with local tradition, the need 
to adapt in style and size to adjacent buildings, and the limitations 
imposed by the size and conformation of the available sites. If he is 
one of the chosen few who can start with an entirely new campus, 
he indeed will have more freedom to create, but the dictates of a 
unified plan will still impose constraints. An urban institution, or 
one with an almost fully built campus, is precluded from using many 
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of the solutions available to the institution in a more rural and less 
crowded area. Construction costs, building codes, and similar items 
beyond the control of the planner will all conspire further to limit his 
freedom of choice, 
Important as these considerations are, even more fundamental to 
the orderly process of planning is a careful consideration of the ac- 
cessibility of collections, The educational and economic implications 
of various storage plans must be carefully thought through. Every 
planner is well aware that he cannot hope to satisfy everyone, no 
matter which of the many possible arrangements of books is chosen. 
Yet attempts to plan stack and storage areas must gain the maximum 
benefit for the largest number of users, William S. Dix,University 
Librarian at Princeton, has skillfully and succinctly stated the prob- 
lem: 
Assuming that the local situation, always the determining factor, 
permits us to establish a system of subject classification as the basic 
organizing principle of the library and that we are so fortunate as 
to be able to permit our books to be placed on open shelves for 
anyone to consult, another problem arises, Do we put all the books 
on the campus in one building, or do we lift out great chunks of 
books which cohere by subject and disperse these chunks around 
campus? After considerable reflection on the subject and a fair 
amount of abrasion, I for one have concluded that there is no one 
right system, no sacrosanct ideology applicable to all situations. So 
long as the collection is thought of as a single university library, 
existing for the greatest good of the greatest number of readers 
and administered with as much tolerant concern for the special 
interests of the individual as circumstances permit, a considerable 
variety of local geography can be tolerated by the academic com- 
munity.l 
When librarians opt for any considerable amount of local geog- 
raphy, they must be cautious in dispersion of collections in order 
not to vitiate the effectiveness of respectable collections by making 
arbitrary relocation decisions based on administrative rather than 
academic considerations. Too many instances can be cited where this 
kind of decision has led to cleavage of collections on an illogical and 
unjustifiable basis. Rather than solving problems, this has only created 
new ones and intensified existing ones. 
Careful attention must be paid also to economic factors. If the 
decision is made to establish a storage facility for seldom-used ma- 
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terials at a point some distance from the main library, then both 
academic and economic considerations are present. Ralph E. Ells-
worth, in his recent study, makes some cogent points concerning the 
gains in space achieved and the lower costs of housing and shelving 
versus the costs of selecting materials to be moved, changing records, 
and retrieving items from such a storage unit.2 The intangible costs 
of user frustration at not finding the wanted title immediately, at 
losing the ability to browse, and at delays in retrieval cannot be 
ignored. And do libraries not run the risk of eventually finding that 
the aegis of the research library has passed from the central to the 
storage facility through the sheer amount of material in the latter? 
Many different approaches, all within parameters dictated by local 
considerations, have been essayed in the last decade. Whether a new 
building or an addition to an existing building is being considered; 
whether it is to be modular, underground, or designed in traditional 
or new forms; the same concern is ever present-to attain the best 
and maximum possible use of space. The opportunity has been seized 
to experiment and to incorporate new methods and forms to reach 
this goal. Since the majority of these buildings are multi-purpose in 
nature, combining readers, services and storage all within one fabric, 
it is often difficult to separate these closely interwoven functions to 
arrive at a valid assessment of the purely storage potential. The shelv- 
ing of current, heavily used items poses a set of problems quite dis- 
tinct from those involved in a strictly storage facility. Most effort has 
been expended on solutions for more immediate needs by providing 
for centralization of dispersed services and collections, with great 
accessibility through well planned open stacks. As the necessity to 
reach more viable methods of storing large masses of material in a 
less expensive manner becomes more pressing, attention is being 
focused on what is no longer long-range planning, but is a much more 
immediate need. Increasingly ingenious ideas are being brought 
forward which will provide the basis for testing and discussion, re- 
sulting hopefully in solutions that can be generally adapted. 
Two recent buildings show the influence that location and topog- 
raphy exert. In each case it was possible to consolidate and coordinate 
both services and collections previously, and of necessity, rather 
widely dispersed. Existing shelf capacity has been increased, but 
within the more traditional and accepted modes. Plan as they may, 
libraries usually seem to be in the position of having completely filled 
such space much sooner than anticipated. New York University in the 
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midst of New York City had no real choice but to go up some thirteen 
stories, hedged in as it is by city regulations, building codes and the 
anguished fears of neighbors. Johns Hopkins, building a new library 
adjacent to Homewood House, had to conform to that building's style 
and height.8 Using a naturally sloping site, it erected a building with 
one story above ground and five below ground, making possible the 
consolidation of the bulk of its collections under one roof and eliminat- 
ing the separate maintenance of eleven departmental libraries. 
Many newer library buildings have employed the modular type of 
design and construction. With sleek skins enclosing theoretically 
flexible and infinitely expandable space, they are varied only by the 
ingenuity of their architects, and, in their own way, are as traditional 
as their monumental precursors. Such a building indeed is more easily 
expanded, and the multitudinous problems that are met in attempting 
to add to, or wrap around, an older building are absent. Some of the 
imperfections, encountered only after the tribulations of a period of 
use, are bound to be perpetuated in later additions while attempting 
to assure that a harmonious continuity exists between the original 
and the additions. The library of the University of Illinois at Chicago 
Circle is such a building. Five years old, it already has an addition 
to the north and south, extending its length to 475 feet. When funds 
are available, it will be extended westward by seventy feet for its 
entire length. The cost of construction of the original module was 
found to be so high that the bay size will be decreased in the new 
additions. The established articulation of supports and service ele- 
ments will be continued, and hence the vaunted flexibility is not so 
readily apparent as would be supposed. Yet there is enough flexibility 
to allow the remodeling of old areas and the design of new ones to 
meet the changes in academic goals and programs that have added 
graduate programs, both at the master's and doctoral levels, to the 
original undergraduate programs that the library was built to serve. 
It will be possible to devote two-thirds of the new space to book 
storage. 
In seeking new ways to increase storage capacity, more and more 
attention is being given to better utilization of underground areas. 
Basement space, usually given over to other purposes, is now being 
used as readily accessible space, which when equipped with compact 
or more closely spaced standard stacking, is highly desirable space 
for lesser-used materials. Northwestern University, in its new three- 
towered building, has provided a storage area with compact shelving 
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below the basement level. Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
in the new Killam Memorial Library has storage space, in closed 
stacks in the basement, for 100,000 volumes, Designed as an open 
stack library with a capacity of 800,000 volumes, the plan has effec- 
tively recaptured space not normally used, in which an additional 
200,000 volumes in dead storage can be shelvedS4 This has been ac- 
complished by extending a concrete rib from the floor slab above 
down over each stack range. The steel uprights can be fastened to 
this, thus allowing for two extra shelves in each section. Similar space 
is standing unused in many libraries, yet once a commitment has been 
made to the standard seven-shelf section, it becomes expensive in a 
large installation to change the supports to add an extra two shelves. 
Other institutions have gone completely underground. Harvard Uni- 
versity, faced with full stacks and no additional surface sites available, 
has chosen to excavate further the southeast corner of the Yard, 
temporarily doing away with greensward and part of the president’s 
garden, to build four levels of underground stacks. Capable of holding 
over a million volumes, with study space for 100 faculty and graduate 
students, the new levels will be connected with the areas already 
under Lamont and Houghton Libraries. At a cost of five million dol- 
lars, and in conjunction with a program of decentralizing specialized 
collections to old established departmental libraries and a new science 
center, Harvard’s space needs will be solved for another decade. 
Dictated almost wholly because there was no place else to go, the 
choice is certainly eminently practical and wiser than wholesale dis- 
persion to a distant point. 
The University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana is more fortunate 
in that it still has available space on which to build additional stack 
wings onto the general library, thus preserving the entity of its central 
collections. Faced with the need for improved undergraduate facili- 
ties, Illinois also went underground with a new undergraduate library, 
connected by tunnel to the general library. Its two levels receive the 
benefit of a pleasant vista and natural light from a central landscaped 
court that doubles as a controlled reading area. By going under- 
ground, a central site easily accessible from heavily trafficked parts of 
the campus was obtained without destroying either the mall or the 
historic Morrow Plots which have provided agricultural research data 
continuously for over a c e n t ~ r y . ~  Hendrix College, Conway, Arkansas, 
by going underground, reduced construction and maintenance costs 
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and gained a landsaped plaza for other urn. True, these are not 
storage areas, but the idea is there and can be adapted. 
The storage building for little-used materials, located at a distance 
from the central library on less expensive land has been a familiar 
part of the library scene for the last thirty years. Its use, while gen- 
erally successful, has produced mixed blessings. Theoretically only 
seldom-used materials are transferred to storage, and they are easily 
retrieved upon relatively short notice. Buildings to house such col- 
lections can be cheaply and quickly constructed, since they are es- 
sentially warehouses with ranges installed as close together as is 
feasible, each shelf tightly packed with sized volumes in h e d  loca- 
tions. The dSculties come, not from the buildings themselves or the 
basic idea, but from its applications. The sometimes arbitrary selection 
methods, the management of records, the delays in retrieval, the lack 
of classification and the inability to browse all contribute to user 
frustration. These dflculties would seem to occur most frequently 
when large research collections are divided, and to become less 
problematical in smaller collections with storage facilities close at 
hand. 
Princeton University has elected to alleviate its pressing space prob- 
lems by planning a major underground addition to the Firestone Li- 
brary, but more immediately by the construction of an auxiliary 
storage library on its Forrestal campus, about two miles away from 
the main campus.6 This building is capable of holding 500,000volumes 
at a density of thirty-five volumes per square foot, compared to the 
conventional fifteen volumes per square foot. Its uniqueness is not 
the building itself, but rather in the methods of organization. Books 
are shelved by subject within six size categories, by height, on ranges 
eight and one-half feet high, spaced twenty-two inches apart. Through 
carefully coordinated selection of titles, by making the selection 
process easily reversible, and by preserving the browsing capability, 
Princeton hopes to overcome the problems encountered in other simi- 
lar ventures, and to emerge with a very workable and acceptable 
solution. 
A gleam of hope on the horizon is presented by the mechanical and 
electronic shelving and retrieval devices now becoming available. 
While still in the expensive toy category, such systems as Remington 
Rand's Randtriever have great possibilities. They will affect library 
architecture by making possible the use of less expensive construction 
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methods for stack areas in central library buildings, Installed in ranges 
200 feet long and twenty shelves high with sixteen inches between 
ranges, such systems will do away with expensive walls, floors and 
stairways, while substituting for them equally expensive retrieval and 
oontrol mechanisms and conveyers, In addition, books randomly 
shelved and tightly packed will not permit browsing, nor will they be 
visible. The pioneering installations will be at Ohio State University 
and at Rotterdam in the Netherlands. 
For the past six or seven years, the State University of New York 
at Buffalo has been anticipating and planning an entirely new campus 
of 1,200 acresn7 Located six miles from the present campus, the now 
open fields present an exciting prospect for new departures in campus 
planning. In conjunction with a reorganization of the university on 
the basis of seven faculties, the library has been given a rare oppor- 
tunity not only to plan new buildings but to reorganize its services and 
functions to meet the changing pattern of the university itself. 
As ideas were developed, one concept was to provide: 1) five 
faculty libraries organized on a divisional basis to serve the needs of 
the seven faculties, 2)  a general library to house the undergraduate 
library, special collections and administration, 3 ) a storage facility, 
and 4) a technical services building. The faculty libraries and the 
general library would be in prime space in close proximity to the 
faculties and community they served, housing current collections of 
heavily used materials and reader and appropriate library services. The 
capability of shifting large blocks of material to and from the storage 
library as the needs and interests of the faculties change and shift 
would also be present. The storage library would occupy less desired, 
inexpensive land on the edge of the campus. The technical services 
could be in the same building, or in a service building to facilitate 
deliveries, since vehicular traffic is to be limited in the more densely 
built-up central campus. The effectiveness of such an arrangement is 
greatly dependent on maximum use of electronic and mechanical 
means of communication, transmission of documents, and materials 
handling. 
As the campus master plan evolved, certain clusterings became ap- 
parent-science, engineering and health sciences in a grouping; social 
sciences, education and law in another; and the humanities in a third, 
with the general library positioned between the social sciences and 
the humanities areas, around a central plaza, Simultaneously grum- 
blings were heard from concerned faculty in inter-disciplinary pro- 
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grams and overlapping disciplines about unnecessary or arbitrary 
collection dispersion. Some further pondering of master plans pro- 
duced the idea to go underground in the central campus area with 
the general stacks and storage stacks. Since the area would have to 
be excavated, why not go whole hog and dig out enough space to 
house the whole collection (then given an upper growth limit of three 
and one-half million volumes)? Beneath the central plaza could be 
open stacking for the humanities, social sciences and special collec- 
tions; some of whose faculty members threatened revolt if any cleav- 
age were made between them. Beneath the sciences, engineering and 
health science could be the open stacks for these disciplines, and 
connecting the two underground stack areas could be a compactly 
shelved closed stack storage area. With the faculty libraries rising 
above ground, access to the underground stack areas could be pro- 
vided from each such library. The collections would be in close 
proximity to their prime users, they would remain intact as a uni- 
versity library, and they would be easily and quickly accessible. 
To dream in such a fashion comes only once in a lifetime, and 
usually less than that. Dreams and reality are quite different entities, 
yet without such musings no progress is made. Even if Buffalo builds 
something far different, or nothing at all, the germs of ideas are there, 
practical or not, to be developed and refined, or discarded, as the 
search for solutions is continued. 
Architecture and buildings alone are not going to bring us the 
answers we seek to the problems of the most efficient and effective 
ways to handle the storage of large masses of little-used books. Nor 
will the most efficient selection methods, the most highly refined re- 
trieval techniques, nor the most sophisticated organization of materials 
alone give us the solutions we need. It is only the imaginative combi- 
nation of space utilization and collection organization that will help 
reach the desired goal. The employment of every skill possible in 
planning suitable buildings, in effective space utilization, in organiz- 
ing collections for usability and accessibility is demanded. That these 
skills are available has been amply demonstrated. 
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